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Abstract: Identifying the location and estimating the magnitude of urban pluvial flooding events is essential to assess their impacts, particularly in areas where data are unavailable. The present work focused on developing and exemplifying a tool to evaluate urban pluvial flooding based on open-access information. The tool has three separate submodules: (1) sewer network generation and design; (2) hydrodynamic model development; (3) urban pluvial flood evaluation. Application of the first two modules in two catchments and comparison of these results with real data indicated that the tool was able to generate systems with realistic layouts and hydraulic properties. Hydrodynamic models derived from this data were able to simulate realistic flow dynamics. The third module was evaluated for one of the study cases. The results of this indicated that the current approach could be used to identify flood areas and associated flood depths during different rainfall scenarios. The outcomes of this study could be used in a wide variety of contexts. For example, it could provide information in areas with data scarcity or uncertainty or serve as a tool for prospective planning, design, and decision making.
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1. Introduction

Urban drainage networks (UDNs) are gravity-driven anthropogenic systems designed for the safe collection and transport of sanitary wastewater (i.e., excess water from human activities) and stormwater runoff into specific outlets, e.g., wastewater treatment plants or nearby bodies of water. This can be performed following two different schemes [1]. On the one hand, in the separate sewer system scheme, stormwater is collected independently from sanitary wastewater, discharging the first one into nearby water bodies while transporting sewage into treatment facilities. On the other hand, in the combined sewer system scheme, sanitary wastewater and stormwater are mixed and transported in a single drainage network to a defined outlet [1]. UDNs provide then a vital service for urban environments, and understanding their functioning, processes, and dynamics is necessary for improving the system itself and the natural and urban environments.

UDNs are designed based on a predefined “satisfactory service level”, which represents the degree of protection against urban pluvial flooding events [1]. These types of incidents occur when the sewer network capacity is exceeded due to large amounts of stormwater runoff entering the system. This is mainly associated with rain events with intensity and/or duration considerably higher than the design storms used for the network’s dimensioning. In such types of floods, untreated wastewater is then released into the surface through overflowing manholes and gully pots, leading to different socio-economic and environmental impacts [2–8]. In this context, accurately identifying the location of overflowing manholes and estimating the magnitude of these events becomes essential to properly evaluate their impacts and to develop suitable mitigation strategies.

In this context, hydrodynamic models have proved to be useful tools for analyzing the complex and dynamic processes involved in urban drainage, serving as support for the
management, evaluation, operation, and planning of UDNs. Their proper development and implementation require comprehensive information. First of all, data regarding the sewer spatial layout network’s geometric and pipe hydraulic characteristics are needed to properly represent the flow paths and flow dynamics in the system [1,9]. Furthermore, data regarding the contributing impervious and pervious areas and connected populations are needed to determine the quantity and spatial distribution of inflows into the system. Nevertheless, this type of data (i.e., network and inflows information) is not always available or accessible for a fraction of the entire sewer system, thus affecting the proper development and implementation of urban drainage models.

To overcome this, several approaches have focused on generating virtual UDNs with similar properties as real systems. In this context, several artificial sewer network generators have been developed. Initial approaches used space-filling “Tokunaga” fractal tree geometry [10] and stochastic branching processes [11] for the generation of drainage networks. These studies, however, did not consider spatial characteristics (e.g., topography, land use, or population density) and therefore created virtual networks with non-realistic layouts or hydraulic behaviors. In order to overcome this limitation, Ulrich et al. [12] proposed an agent-based approach for the generation of virtual sewer systems, considering surface properties such as elevation and land use maps, and population distribution. Nevertheless, this procedure was applied only for virtual cases, and applications with real data remain to be tested. Other approaches, such as Blumensaat et al. [13] and Döring and Neuweiler [14], have obtained realistic sewer layouts by assuming that urban drainage structure follows similar spatial patterns as the street networks. This is a valid assumption since the degree of colocation between roads and urban water infrastructures are high [15]. Furthermore, Duque et al. [16] developed a sewer network generator approach to represent key characteristics of a real system. In this approach, surface features (e.g., topography and land use) and population distribution data are used to derive a simplified UDN layout. Regarding hydraulic dimensioning, most of the previously mentioned studies follow standard design procedures. Blumensaat et al. [13] use an approach based on the ‘Modified Rational Method’ proposed by Butler and Davies [17] and modified by Maurer et al. [18]. Ulrich et al. [12] use the time-area method [2] to design circular pipes [17]. Möderl et al. [11] use a simplified approach to derive pipe diameter based on stormwater runoff inflow to each pipe and an assumed flow velocity. Furthermore, Duque et al. [16] compared two design methods in their approach, the sewer network design algorithm [19] and the pipe-by-pipe method. Results suggested that the second method yielded better and more robust results.

Although these approaches to generating and designing virtual UDNs proved suitable for questions related to asset management, exploratory modeling, system-scale hydraulic performance, and strategic planning, they are not adequate for analyzing local processes, such as urban pluvial flooding events. Model efficiency in this regard depends heavily on the algorithms used for the layout and design of the sewer system. An unrealistic or simplified layout might lead to an inadequate identification of the flooding node location and magnitude [20–22], thus leading to an incorrect estimation of the flood extension and impacts. Moreover, an improper network design will not reflect the real hydrodynamic properties and dynamics of the UDN [21], thus leading to wrong estimations of flooded volumes.

In this context, the main aim of the present work is the development of a tool to evaluate urban pluvial flooding in a more accurate way based on open-access information. The efficiency of the tool is determined by its capacity to automatically generate and design realistic sewer networks, from which more accurate hydrodynamic models can be developed, thus improving their performance and fidelity. Hydrodynamic models are implemented in the Environmental Protection Agency Stormwater Management Model (EPA SWMM) [9] and coupled with a diffusive overland flow model to generate flood maps. Furthermore, the usage of open-access data allows the application of the tool in a wide variety of contexts: providing information in areas with data scarcity or uncertainty.
or as a tool for prospective planning, design, and decision making. The capacity of the tool to generate UDNs with realistic sewer layouts, hydraulics characteristics, and flow behavior is assessed by comparing the tool results for two small catchments in Dresden, Germany, with real sewer network data.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Urban Pluvial Flooding Evaluation Tool

The present approach focuses on developing a spatial tool that allows the assessment of urban pluvial flooding events, particularly in areas where sewer network data are either unavailable or non-existing. In order to do so, three separate submodules are created: (1) sewer network generation and design; (2) hydrodynamic model development; (3) urban pluvial flood evaluation. Further details on each of these submodules are provided in the following sections. Each submodule is independent of the other in order to provide more flexibility to the user. In other words, each submodule can be used separately depending on the data the user has and on his/her/their needs. For example, if the sewer network data are already available and the goal is only to create a hydrodynamic model, then only the second submodule can be used. Nevertheless, in the present work, all submodules are used and exemplified.

For the spatial approach, the tool requires input data in a shapefile or raster format. For all submodules, data regarding street networks, buildings, study area boundaries, desired outlet, population density, and a digital elevation model (DEM) are required. All this information can be obtained freely from open sources. For example, street network and building data can be gathered from the OpenStreetMaps geodatabases [23], while population density information and DEMs can be obtained either from local authorities or online databases, for example (REFS). Moreover, both the study area boundaries and the desired outlet are user-defined. In other words, the user needs to create the corresponding shapefiles for these elements based on the needed requirements and prior knowledge of the area. The proposed tool is developed under the Python environment of the geographic information system (GIS) software QGIS 3.16.8 [24].

2.1.1. Sewer Network Generation and Design

The main processes in this module are:

I. Pre-processing of input data.

Before the application of the tool, the user needs to obtain and format the required input data. The study area boundaries and the location of the desired outlet need to be defined by the user, based on their previous knowledge about the area or specific requirements, for example, the area of new development and its connection with an existing UDN. Furthermore, all spatial data should have the same geographical and projected coordinate systems.

II. Definition of sewer network layout.

As a first step, a realistic spatial arrangement of the sewer network needs to be defined. In other words, it is necessary to determine a sewer layout that matches the spatial characteristics and patterns of the area to be analyzed. To do so, it is assumed that the layout of the sewer system is the same as the street network. This is based on the high degree of colocation between roads and urban water infrastructures [15]. The sewer network layout in the area is then defined based on all the streets within the study area boundaries that are connected to the outlet. Junctions in the system are defined as the point where streets start or intersect each other.

III. Simplification of the network and correction of flow direction.

Traditionally, optimal UDN layouts correspond to the ones with the least amount of pipes connecting any point of the catchment to the outlet. Therefore, according to the user-defined outlet and the topography of the area, a network layout with the minimum...
amount of pipes connecting any point to the outlet is identified. This layout corresponds to
the minimum spanning tree (MST) configuration and is determined using Kruskal’s algo-
rithm [25]. Furthermore, the location of each node with regard to the DEM is determined
in order to estimate an initial node height. Node invert elevations are then calculated as
the difference between the initial elevation of each junction and an assumed node depth. A
value of 2 m is set as the default for this node depth. A further evaluation and correction of
these elevations are performed in order to ensure a gravitational flow to the network outlet.

IV. Determination of contributing areas.

Buildings and streets are defined as the only contributing areas and are connected to
the nearest pipe node. Only buildings and streets within a user-defined distance threshold
are connected to the system. As a default, a value of 100 m is used for this threshold. This is
performed based on the assumption that local connections cannot have a length higher than
100 m. This threshold corresponds to the assumed maximum length of local connections.

V. Allocation and estimation of dry weather inflows.

The user can select the option to design a separate or combined system. If the latter is
chosen, population density data are used to identify the spatial distribution and quantities
of dry weather inflows. The amount of people connected to a sewer node corresponds to the
sum of people within a predefined radius around each junction. Domestic flow discharge
quantities are calculated by multiplying the number of people connected to each node by
a user-defined daily per capita water consumption. This value is set as 100 L/cap ×
day by default. Furthermore, extraneous water is calculated as a function of domestic flows.
It is assumed to be equivalent to 10% of the domestic flow. However, these values can be
modified by the user depending on the local conditions. Dry weather inflows correspond
then to the sum of domestic and extraneous flows.

VI. Hydraulic dimensioning.

Pipe design is performed following the guidelines established by the German Asso-
ciation for Water, Wastewater, and Waste’s worksheets DWA-A 110 and DWA-A 118 [26].
The UDN is designed using the rational method and a synthetic design storm. The return
period and duration of this event are user-defined. Using the rational method, pipes are
dimensioned, starting with the most upstream sections. The diameters of each conduit are
determined based on an iterative process. Different commercial diameters are tested until
all conditions according to the DWA are fulfilled [26].

2.1.2. Urban Drainage Model Implementation

Hydrodynamic models of the generated networks are implemented in the EPA Storm
Water Management Model (EPA SWMM) software [9]. Information regarding the sewer
network structure, connectivity, type of profile, and diameters are implemented based on
the results of the previous module. Furthermore, the length and slope of each pipe section
are calculated in QGIS. Conduit parameters such as offsets or initial flow are set to 0, while
pipe roughness is assumed as 0.015, a typical value for concrete pipes [9].

Buildings and streets are defined as subcatchments in EPA SWMM. Surface parameters
such as area, imperviousness, slope, width, and outlet are determined and/or calculated
based on the shapefile data and results obtained in the previous module. Other EPA
SWMM surface parameters, e.g., roughness and depression storage, are determined using
the recommended values in the EPA SWMM manual.

Distribution and magnitude of dry weather inflows along the network are determined
based on the results of the first module. Furthermore, the user needs to define an hourly
pattern. It is recommended to derive these from observed values in the area or to use
reference values.
2.1.3. Flood Propagation

Hydrodynamic models implemented in EPA SWMM are used to determine the location and magnitude of flooding nodes during a rain event. Such results are used then as input for a diffusive overland flow model. This approach, developed by Chen et al. [27], replicates in a simplified manner the surface water flow and estimates the surface inundation extension and depths. In this model, the study area is arranged as a grid with uniform square cells. Each individual cell acts as a storage unit. Cells on top of flooding junctions become source cells, where the flooding volume of the node is initially stored. The algorithm then allocates the flooding water of each source cell into its adjacent cells when topography allows, i.e., only if the height of the source cell is higher than the nearby ones, thus resembling gravitational surface flow. An initial flood depth is then calculated based on the number of cells with water and the initial flood volume. If this depth is higher than a given threshold or storage capacity, the new cells filled with water act as new source cells, and the process continues iteratively until a depth threshold is reached. As a result, a raster file with the extent of the flooded area and the flood depth associated with each flooded node is generated. This approach is implemented as a Python script for QGIS and developed for event-based simulations.

2.2. Study Cases

In order to test the approach, the tool is applied for the generation and design of two subnetworks of the Dresden drainage system. One of these is a combined sewer system, referred to here as MS2 and the other is a separate sewer system, labeled here as MS5 (see Figure 1). These areas are selected due to the fact that real sewer system data are available, i.e., information regarding the real sewer layout, pipe hydraulic characteristics, and measured flows are available. Results from the proposed approach can then be compared with the data of the real UDNs in order to assess their validity. Specifically, the performance of the tool is evaluated based on its capacity to: (1) generate a sewer network with a similar layout as the existing system; (2) design a network with a similar pipe diameter distribution, i.e., similar hydraulic properties; and (3) properly represent stormwater and wastewater flow dynamics and volumes.

![Figure 1. Combined (MS2) and separate (MS5) sewer networks in the study area.](image-url)
The necessary input spatial data for these study cases are obtained from different sources. Shapefiles of streets and buildings are obtained from the OpenStreetMap (REF) database, and a 100 by 100 m population density raster of the areas is obtained from the last census in Germany [28]. Furthermore, a 2 by 2 m digital surface model (DSM) is obtained from the state service for geoinformation and geodesy Saxony (Staatsbetrieb Geobasisinformation und Vermessung Sachsen (GeoSN)) [29].

Catchment boundaries and outlet location are defined based on previous knowledge of the area. Furthermore, a design storm with return period of two years is used for the initial design. This value corresponds to the reference return period for the design of pipes in residential areas according to local guidelines [26]. Observed data are used to derive hourly variations and contributions of groundwater to the dry weather flow.

3. Results

This section is divided into two parts. In the first place, the capacity of the tool to generate a realistic sewer system is evaluated. For this, three main criteria are considered: (1) the capacity of the tool to create sewer networks with realistic layouts (i.e., a realistic physical arrangement of the pipes); (2) the efficiency of the approach to generate systems with realistic hydraulic properties, mainly focused on generating a realistic distribution of pipe diameters; and (3) the capacity of the artificial systems to properly represent hydrological and hydraulic processes in the area, i.e., generating accurate hydrodynamic models. These criteria are evaluated by comparing the results obtained from the first two submodules of the tool (see Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2) in the two selected study areas. Results of the current approach are compared with real structural and hydraulic data to assess their validity.

Furthermore, the second part of this section corresponds to the full application of the proposed approach for one of the two study areas. In other words, the three submodules are applied to evaluate urban pluvial flooding events in the MS2 study case. This area is selected since it corresponds to a larger catchment, thus allowing to analyze different spatial patterns in flood behavior. Examples of potential results and insights regarding the occurrence, magnitude and extension of flood events that can be derived from the application of the proposed tool are presented.

3.1. Evaluation of the Tool’s Capacity to Generate Realistic Sewer Networks

3.1.1. Layout

The proposed tool is able to generate sewer networks with a realistic layout. As can be seen in Figure 2, the spatial arrangement of the generated systems is consistent with the real sewer network. In the combined system MS2, approximately 234 out of 297 of all the real pipes overlap with the pipes generated by the proposed approach (see left panel of Figure 2). In other words, the generated sewer network system is able to represent approximately 80% of the real sewer layout. Regarding MS5, results suggest that the tool is able to generate a network with around 88% of the original layout, i.e., 70 out of 79 of all the real pipes either overlap or were within a 5 m distance of the generated pipes (see right panel of Figure 2).

The differences between the real and generated systems can be related to the fact that the tool generates a layout with the minimum amount of pipes connecting all the nodes without causing any disconnection. In other words, it generates a network layout with a branched structure that represents the main drainage paths in the system. Additional pipes that might be present in the real network and therefore additional flow paths are not considered. Further improvements regarding the analysis of an optimal layout need to be evaluated. Such improvements can be carried out, for example, by making a prior selection of the streets that will be used as input for the tool. This can be achieved based on previous knowledge and information about the area. If there are areas where pipes should not or cannot be constructed, then streets or paths passing through these areas should not be considered. In this way, a more accurate layout could be obtained.
3.1.2. Hydraulic Properties

Results obtained suggest that the proposed tool is also able to generate systems with hydraulic properties similar to the real ones. This can be seen by comparing the empirical cumulative distribution functions (ECDFs) of pipe diameters for the generated and the real sewer networks. Since several pipes of the real sewer systems include egg-shaped cross-sections, equivalent diameters are calculated to facilitate comparisons between the generated and real systems. The similarity of these two systems in each case study is evaluated based on a two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test \[\alpha = 0.05.\] As can be seen in Figure 3, results indicate that the ECDFs of pipe diameters for the generated and the real sewer networks are statistically similar and hence have similar hydraulic properties. This is represented by the low \(p\)-values obtained in each case, \(2.70 \times 10^{-16}\) for MS2 and \(4.5 \times 10^{-3}\) for MS5.

![Figure 2. Comparison of generated and real sewer network layouts for MS2 (left) and MS5 (right).](image)

**Figure 2.** Comparison of generated and real sewer network layouts for MS2 (left) and MS5 (right).

**Figure 3.** Empirical cumulative distribution functions (ECDFs) of pipes maximum cross section height for the generated and real drainage network. Results for MS2 are on the (left) and results for MS5 are on the (right).
A spatial comparison between the real and simulated pipes is made to analyze the capacity of the tool to estimate correctly the location and equivalent diameters of conduits. This can be seen in Figure 4, which illustrates the ratio between the real and simulated equivalent diameters, referred to here as diameter deviation, for the co-located pipes in both study cases. A perfectly correct estimation corresponds to a diameter deviation value of 1. Nevertheless, a correct estimation is considered here to be any value between 0.75 and 1.25. Values below 0.75 represent an overestimation of real pipe diameters since the simulated values are higher than the real ones; hence, the ratios are low. On the contrary, values higher than 1.25 indicate an underestimation of pipe diameters. Results of this analysis indicate that in both study cases, the proposed tool is able to correctly identify the location and equivalent diameter of 47% of the original pipes. Furthermore, 24% of the pipes are underestimated in MS2, and 29% are overestimated. For MS5, 16% are underestimated, while 37% are overestimated. These results indicate that the current approach is able to correctly identify the location and equivalent diameter of almost half of the original network. Over and underestimations may be associated with the identification of flow paths derived from the layout generation process. Although the location of the pipes might be similar to in real conditions (see Section 3.1.1), drainage patterns might be different, thus affecting flow accumulation and, therefore, pipe dimensioning. Furthermore, the difference between real and simulated diameters may also be associated with the selected design storm for pipe dimensioning. Both study cases are residential areas, and therefore a 2-year return period event was selected for pipe dimensioning, following the local guidelines [24]. Nevertheless, it may be that a different value was used for the real system, thus leading to such differences. Further analyses about alternative layouts and impacts of different design storms need to be performed.

3.1.3. Hydrological and Hydraulic Processes

Based on the generated networks, EPA SWMM models of each study case are developed and used to assess the capacity of the artificial systems to properly represent flow dynamics. To do so, simulation results are compared to measured data. Rain events with a total precipitation height above 5 mm and at least 5 h of dry weather conditions before and after the event are selected. Observed discharge data with a 5 min resolution in each of the outlets are used as measured values. Furthermore, Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE) [31] and a modified version of the peak flow error (PFE) proposed by Kim et al. [32] are used as goodness-of-fit measures to assess the agreement between observed and simulated flows. In this paper, PFE is calculated as:

\[
\text{PFE} = \frac{\text{Max}(\text{sim}) - \text{Max}(\text{obs})}{\text{Max}(\text{obs})}
\]

where:

- \(\text{Max}(\text{sim})\) is the peak flow of simulated values.
- \(\text{Max}(\text{obs})\) is the peak flow for observed values;
- PFE is the peak flow error (-);
- \(\text{Max}(\text{obs})\) and \(\text{Max}(\text{sim})\) are in the same unit of measure.

Based on the generated networks, EPA SWMM models of each study case are developed and used to assess the capacity of the artificial systems to properly represent flow dynamics. To do so, simulation results are compared to measured data. Rain events with a total precipitation height above 5 mm and at least 5 h of dry weather conditions before and after the event are selected. Observed discharge data with a 5 min resolution in each of the outlets are used as measured values. Furthermore, Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE) [31] and a modified version of the peak flow error (PFE) proposed by Kim et al. [32] are used as goodness-of-fit measures to assess the agreement between observed and simulated flows. In this paper, PFE is calculated as:

\[
\text{PFE} = \frac{\text{Max}(\text{sim}) - \text{Max}(\text{obs})}{\text{Max}(\text{obs})}
\]

where:

- \(\text{Max}(\text{sim})\) is the peak flow of simulated values.
- \(\text{Max}(\text{obs})\) is the peak flow for observed values;
- PFE is the peak flow error (-);
- \(\text{Max}(\text{obs})\) and \(\text{Max}(\text{sim})\) are in the same unit of measure.
goodness-of-fit measures to assess the agreement between observed and simulated flows. In this paper, PFE is calculated as:

\[
PFE = \frac{\max(\text{obs}) - \max(\text{sim})}{\max(\text{obs})}
\]  

(1)

where:

- PFE is the peak flow error (\(\%\));
- Max(obs) is the peak flow for observed values;
- Max(sim) is the peak flow of simulated values.

It should be mentioned that the generated models are not calibrated. Values for the different model parameters are the ones used or calculated in the sewer network generation and design module.

Regarding MS5, measured discharge data at the outlet are available for 14 rain events, see Table 1. Results indicate that the generated network can simulate realistic flow dynamics. This can be seen by the fact that for nine events (i.e., for more than 60% of the cases), the NSE values are high, i.e., bigger than 0.7, thus indicating that the model is able to reproduce relatively accurately the real flow dynamics in the sewer system. With regard to the other events, NSE values ranged between 0.59 and 0.69, which can still be considered an adequate model efficiency. Furthermore, results regarding PFE values for the different events indicate that the model using the artificial network is able to properly reproduce flow peaks in half of the events, with PFE absolute values lower than 0.2. In the other cases, PFE values are not higher than 0.37, which can still be considered as an adequate model efficiency, i.e., lower than 0.4. Moreover, it is not possible to assess if the model consistently overestimates or underestimates flow peaks, as can be seen by the equal amount of positive and negative PFE values for all events.

### Table 1. Goodness-of-fit results for MS5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>NSE</th>
<th>PFE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16 September 2016</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 April 2017</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 July 2017</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>–0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 July 2017</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 August 2017</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 August 2017</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>–0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 August 2017</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>–0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 August 2017</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 October 2017</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 October /2017</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 October 2017</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>–0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 October /2017</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 October 2017</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>–0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 November 2017</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>–0.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the case of MS2, measured discharge data at the outlet is available for nine rain events, see Table 2. As for the previous network, the comparison between observed and simulated data also indicates that the generated network can simulate realistic flow dynamics. In fact, two-thirds of the events report NSE values higher than 0.7, while in the other events, the model efficiency is not so adequate, with NSE values between 0.52 and 0.61. Furthermore, results indicate a clear tendency of the model to underestimate the flow peaks. In fact, for almost all events, PFE values are positive, thus indicating that the observed peak values are higher than the simulated ones. This indicates that the generated runoff volumes in the model are lower than in reality, thus suggesting that other runoff sources might exist, i.e., runoff from pervious areas or from other impervious surfaces, that
are not being considered and might play an important role in terms of runoff contribution. This, however, needs to be further tested.

Table 2. Goodness-of-fit results for MS2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>NSE</th>
<th>PFE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22 June 2017</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 July 2017</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 July 2017</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 July 2017</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 August 2017</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>−0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 August 2017</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 August 2017</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 August 2017</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 August 2017</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Urban Pluvial Flooding Evaluation

In order to exemplify the potential results and insights regarding the occurrence, magnitude and extension of flood events that can be derived from the application of the proposed tool, the present approach is applied to evaluate urban pluvial flooding events in the MS2 study case. This is achieved by applying the three submodules of the tool into the selected area (see Section 3.1). Previous sections describe the results from the first two submodules, i.e., the network generation and design and the subsequent EPA SWMM model development. These results are used and integrated within the third submodule of the current approach in order to determine the flood extension and flood water depths caused for a given heavy precipitation event.

Illustrations of the outcomes and the potential insights gained from the application of the tool are obtained based on four rainfall scenarios. They are ‘Euler Type II’ design storms [26], determined based on reference precipitation intensities for the city of Dresden, Germany. All the scenarios have a duration of two hours and return periods (RPs) of 5, 10, 20, and 50 years, respectively. Design storms are selected instead of real rain events in order to systematically analyze the behavior of the networks during such conditions.

For a given heavy precipitation event, the proposed tool is able to generate high-resolution flood maps, depicting not only the location but also the extension and different water depths of the over flooding manholes. An example of this can be seen in Figure 5, which illustrates the flood maps obtained for the south region of the MS2 area using the 5 and 50-year return period synthetic rain events. As expected, the precipitation event with the higher intensity leads to a higher amount of flooded nodes and larger flooded areas. This can be seen by the increase on the amount of “blue” areas in the map on the right (results from the 50-year return period rain event), in comparison with the flood map on the left (results from the 5-year return period rain event). Furthermore, changes in flood depth as a function of the rain event can also be seen. Higher rain intensity leads to higher flood volumes. In some cases, topography does not allow the further diffusion of flooded water, i.e., the flooded area remains constant, thus leading to an increase in flooded depths. This can be seen by the increment of darker areas (higher flood depth) in the flood map associated with the 50-year return period event.
These results could serve as a basis for the implementation of management strategies or develop initial estimations related to flood damages.

Figure 6. Cumulative distributions of flooded depths for four rainfall scenarios (5-, 10-, 20-, and 50-year return period synthetic rain events).

Based on the generated flood maps, further analyses can be performed. On the one hand, for a given rain event, the total flooded areas in the analyzed region can be quantified. This can be easily determined based on the number of pixels in the generated flood map and on the area of each pixel. For example, results suggest that the total flooded area caused by the 5-year return period rain event is 1976 m², while for a 50-year event, it increases up to 4136 m². On the other hand, the information regarding the flooded areas and their corresponding water heights can be used to analyze how flood depths vary according to the intensity of the precipitation event. An example of this can be seen in Figure 6, which illustrates the cumulative distributions of flood depths for each rainfall scenario (RPs 5, 10, 20, and 50). As expected, maximum flood depths increase consistently when increasing the event intensity, i.e., for higher return periods. Furthermore, results suggest that for all scenarios, between 50% and 60% of the flooded areas have an associated water depth equal to or lower than 0.1 m. These outcomes suggest that regardless of the rain event, it is expected that at least half of the flooded areas would have a depth of a maximum of 0.1 m. These results could serve as a basis for the implementation of management strategies or derive initial estimations related to flood damages.
4. Discussion

The proposed tool is able to generate realistic UDNs in terms of layout, hydraulic properties, and hydrodynamic processes. Results suggest that hydrodynamic models developed based on the generated systems can properly represent the complex rain-runoff processes in an urban catchment during wet-weather conditions. Based on this, the models can be used to analyze the behavior of UDNs under extreme rain events and evaluate the dynamics of associated adverse events, e.g., urban pluvial flooding, in areas where data are scarce or uncertain. Several studies have suggested that heavy rainfall events, and hence urban pluvial flooding events, are becoming more frequent [33]. In this context, it is expected that the proposed approach can be used for system evaluation or prospective planning and design and hence serve as a support for decision making regarding urban flood management. To support this, an additional module regarding not only pipe-related costs but also flood damages is planned.

Further developments of the current approach can be performed to include analyses regarding potential adaptation measures to extreme rain events and the associated urban pluvial flood events. Such improvements could be focused on determining the optimal location of gray and/or green infrastructures under the framework of flood volume reduction. In other words, the present tool could be further developed to perform network-scale analyses to evaluate the impact of placing different infrastructural elements, such as storage tanks, green roofs, infiltration trenches, and others, with regard to the frequency, magnitude, and extent of urban pluvial flood events. Furthermore, the present tool could also be extended to evaluate alternative sewer network layouts and their impacts with regard to network performance. Several studies have suggested that spatial arrangement can play an important role in the frequency of adverse drainage events, such as combined sewer overflows [34] and node flooding [35–40]. In this context, the proposed tool could be further developed to also analyze optimal sewer network layouts that decrease the occurrence and magnitude of such adverse events.

Although these are promising results, the current approach is based on several assumptions and therefore is associated with several uncertainties. As mentioned before, the sewer layout is derived from the street layout. However, there are many types of streets, and therefore, it is not clear which type to select for the analyses. In the present study, only streets classified as “trunk”, “primary”, “secondary”, “tertiary”, “residential”, “service”, and “unclassified” are considered and included in the analyses. This is achieved under the assumption that the main sewer network system, i.e., main pipes, lies under these types of streets, and it is based on the results obtained by Mair et al. [15]. Outcomes of the aforementioned study suggested that the majority of the pipes, between 62% and 85%, can be found below streets classified as “residential”, “service”, and “unclassified”. The rest of the pipes can be found under streets categorized as “motorway”, “primary”, “secondary”, and “tertiary”. Although this holds true also in the present investigation, it is hypothesized that further improvements with regard to sewer network layout definition can be obtained by considering other street types, e.g., “cycle ways” or “footways”. This may be particularly relevant for small subnetworks or for small urban catchments, i.e., at a neighborhood scale; however, it remains to be tested.

Further sources of uncertainty are related to the identification and estimation of stormwater and wastewater inflows into the system. In the first case, outcomes for the present study suggested the tool is able to replicate the rain-runoff process in the catchment (see Section 3.1.3). However, in particular for the MS2 case, the flow peaks were consistently underestimated. This suggests that there are other sources of runoff in the area that have not been accounted for in the present approach, e.g., compacted pervious areas, parking lots, driveways, or other sealed surfaces. It is recommended that input data for the tool should also cover the aforementioned surfaces in order to improve its efficiency. Furthermore, the underestimation of flow peaks may also be associated with uncertainties related to wastewater inflows. In fact, low values of the assumed per capita water consumption used to derive the sanitary inflows and of the percentile contribution of
groundwater to dry weather inflows may lead to low base flow values in comparison to real conditions. This may lead to reduced wastewater volumes and hence reduced flow peaks. It is recommended to perform an adequate estimation of water consumption rates and groundwater contributions prior to the application of the tool. This can be achieved based on previous knowledge of the user about the study area or based on approaches such as the one proposed by Schilling and Tränckner [41], who derived dry weather inflows based on open-access data. Furthermore, it is always recommended that, if observed data are available, calibration and validation procedures of the model should be conducted in order to have more accurate and reliable results.

Although the diffusive overland flow model used to determine flooded areas and depths neglects several hydrodynamic processes of surface water diffusion, its results can be considered accurate enough. Chen et al. [27], developers of the approach, compared historical flood records with diffusive model results for three rain scenarios. Results suggested that the proposed model was able to accurately determine flooded depths based on low absolute errors between model results and recorded data (between −0.17 and 0.15). The efficiency of the diffusive overland flow model depends, however, on its input data. A DEM with a coarse resolution may lead to an unrealistic flood propagation, i.e., not following spatial patterns. Moreover, the presence of sink areas in the DEM can cause flooded areas with the limited surface but high and unrealistic water depths. To improve the efficiency of the approach, it is recommended to use Digital Surface Models (DSM, i.e., elevation models, which include natural and artificial features) with high resolutions and no sinks [42–44].

In this study, the proposed tool was applied for relatively small sewer systems, i.e., less than 300 pipes. Nevertheless, it has the potential to be used in bigger UDNs. Applications are limited to the quality of the input data and available computational capacity. In the first case, not having enough or adequate spatial information about the study area, e.g., no information about buildings and streets in the region, can lead to a bad performance of the tool. Moreover, network design and flood propagation are iterative processes that may require high computational times in large networks. It should be noted, however, that in urban areas, several independent drainage networks can coexist due to different construction customs and infrastructure evolution throughout time. Hence, city-scale applications of the proposed tool should take into account the possibility of multiple networks. For city-scale applications, it is recommended then to perform prior research about major drainage areas and apply the tool for the individual design of UDNs in each of them.

5. Summary and Conclusions

The present work focused on the development of a tool to evaluate urban pluvial flooding in a more accurate way based on open-access information. The efficiency of the tool is determined by its capacity to automatically generate and design realistic sewer networks, from which more accurate hydrodynamic models can be developed. This capacity was assessed by comparing the tool results with real sewer network data when applied in two small catchments in Dresden, Germany.

Results suggest that the proposed tool is able to generate sewer network systems with realistic layouts and hydraulic properties. In fact, in both cases, at least 80% of the real sewer network layouts can be derived using the proposed approach. Furthermore, in both study cases, the frequency distribution of pipe diameters from the simulated and real systems was statistically similar (based on a two-sample Kolmogorov–Simonov test), thus indicating they had similar hydraulic properties.

Furthermore, the generated networks can be used to develop adequate hydrodynamic models, i.e., models able to represent the different processes involved in the generation and transport of storm and wastewater. Nevertheless, in most of the rain events analyzed for both study cases, a consistent underestimation of flow peaks was identified. It is hypothesized that the main reason behind this is uncertainties regarding the definition of
inflows in the system. In other words, further improvements can be made in order to better predict runoff and wastewater volumes entering a system.

The module for urban pluvial flooding evaluation was applied to one of the study cases. The results of this indicated that the current approach could be used to identify flood areas and associated flood depths during different rainfall scenarios. These results can be further processed to perform more complex analyses. For example, they can be used to evaluate how flood depths vary in an area as a function of different rain intensities.

The outcomes of this study suggest that the proposed tool can generate realistic results and hence could be used in a wide variety of contexts. For example, it could provide information in areas with data scarcity or uncertainty or serve as a tool for prospective planning, design, and decision making. Further developments of the proposed tool can be performed in order to increase its application potential. For example, analyses could be further expanded to include cost analyses, not only in terms of pipe installation, operation, and maintenance but also regarding flood damages. It is expected that the present approach could serve as support for better design, management, and operational actions of urban drainage networks, particularly in regions where data are scarce or unavailable.
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